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>>> Klick Hier <<<
Sisal blackjack. Dead or Alive: Saloon. Build up your multipliers for a fantastic winning potential in a Wild
West saloon. Football Studio Dice. An alternative Football Studio game with dice and payouts of up to

80x! MONOPOLY Big Baller. Upbeat bingo-style game show with an exciting Bonus Game and
multiplied prizes! MONOPOLY TM, ® & © 1935, 2023 Hasbro. Hugely popular Asian variant of Three

Card Poker! Crazy Coin Flip. Unique slot game with multiplied payouts and a live Coin Flip bonus round.
First Person Deal or No Deal. Based on the world-famous game show in superb RNG animation. Deal
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or No Deal TM & © 2002, 2023 Endemol Shine IP B.V. XXXtreme Lightning Roulette. The most electric
version of our award-winning Lightning Roulette! Super Andar Bahar. The popular Indian card game with

multipliers up to an amazing 4000x! World-first Baccarat that allows players to up their bet mid-game!
Anticipation-filled “Dice Baccarat” that brings speed, endless excitement and payouts up to 88:1!

Revolutionised extended Blackjack, with random lightning-flash multipliers for an electrifying gaming
experience. Sky Betting & Gaming to launch Evolution live casino. [Company News] Evolution Group

today announced that it has signed an agreement with Sky Betting & Gaming, part of Flutter, […]
Evolution to showcase Funky Time and Extra Chilli Epic Spins™ live game shows at ICE as part of its
100-plus games roadmap for 2023 [Company News] Evolution Group will showcase a selection of its

new online games for 2023 from its Group brands — Evolution, […] Year End Report 2022. [PR]
Evolution released today its Year-end Report for January-December 2022. Fourth quarter of 2022 (Q4

2021) Operating revenues increased by […] A unique and flawless gaming experience. Evolution’s logo
and graphic material is the company’s intellectual property and may not be copied, reproduced,

distributed or displayed without written consent of Evolution. Under no circumstances may Evolution’s
intellectual property be displayed in connection with inappropriate or harmful content, including without

limitation on web sites containing pornographic content or supporting illegal file sharing. Evolution Malta
Holdings Limited and Evolution Gaming Malta Limited are licensed and regulated in Great Britain by the

Gambling Commission (GB) under account numbers 41655 and 39002 respectively. Evolution is
licensed and regulated by the Malta Gaming Authority under license MGA/B2B/187/2010. Evolution is

licensed and regulated in a number of jurisdictions. All our licences can be found here. Evolution’s
Privacy Policy explains how we process personal data. Read our Privacy Policy here. Evolution’s

Cookie Policy clarifies what cookies we use. Read our Cookie Policy here. Evolution is committed to
gaming that is fun, safe, and secure. Read about Responsible Gaming and Player information here.

Copyright © 2022 Evolution AB (publ). All rights reserved. Manage Cookie Consent. To provide the best
experiences, we use technologies like cookies to store and/or access device information. Consenting to

these technologies will allow us to process data such as browsing behavior or unique IDs on this site.
Not consenting or withdrawing consent, may adversely affect certain features and functions. Functional

Functional Always active. The technical storage or access is strictly necessary for the legitimate purpose
of enabling the use of a specific service explicitly requested by the subscriber or user, or for the sole

purpose of carrying out the transmission of a communication over an electronic communications
network. Preferences Preferences. The technical storage or access is necessary for the legitimate

purpose of storing preferences that are not requested by the subscriber or user. Statistics Statistics. The
technical storage or access that is used exclusively for statistical purposes. The technical storage or
access that is used exclusively for anonymous statistical purposes. Without a subpoena, voluntary
compliance on the part of your Internet Service Provider, or additional records from a third party,

information stored or retrieved for this purpose alone cannot usually be used to identify you. Marketing
Marketing. The technical storage or access is required to create user profiles to send advertising, or to

track the user on a website or across several websites for similar marketing purposes. Accept Deny
View preferences Save preferences View preferences. Manage Cookie Consent. To provide the best

experiences, we use technologies like cookies to store and/or access device information. Consenting to
these technologies will allow us to process data such as browsing behavior or unique IDs on this site.
Not consenting or withdrawing consent, may adversely affect certain features and functions. Functional

Functional Always active. The technical storage or access is strictly necessary for the legitimate purpose
of enabling the use of a specific service explicitly requested by the subscriber or user, or for the sole

purpose of carrying out the transmission of a communication over an electronic communications
network. Preferences Preferences. The technical storage or access is necessary for the legitimate

purpose of storing preferences that are not requested by the subscriber or user. Statistics Statistics. The
technical storage or access that is used exclusively for statistical purposes. The technical storage or
access that is used exclusively for anonymous statistical purposes. Without a subpoena, voluntary
compliance on the part of your Internet Service Provider, or additional records from a third party,

information stored or retrieved for this purpose alone cannot usually be used to identify you. Marketing
Marketing. The technical storage or access is required to create user profiles to send advertising, or to

track the user on a website or across several websites for similar marketing purposes. 
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